BMERCL Experimental Protocol

An Experimental Protocol for each study needs to be filed with the BMERCL Lab Manager before scheduling any instrument time. Please answer the following questions:

1. Title of Study

2. Name and Affiliation of Principal Investigator

3. Name and rank of other personnel who will be utilizing the BMERCL equipment for this study

4. Provide a brief summary (abstract) of your project/study

5. What BMERCL instruments will you be using for this project?

6. What sample types will be analyzed in the BMERCL? (e.g. animal tissue, cell culture media derived from human cell lines).

7. Will any sample preparation be performed in the BMERCL?

   If you answered yes, please explain:
8. Will any hazardous/toxic chemicals be used in the BMERCL?

If you answered yes, please list the chemicals and provide copies of the MSDS:

9. What is the length of your study? i.e., How long will you be using the BMERCL equipment for this study?

Signature ________________________________ Date __________